Abstract. Estimating the complete set of white matter fascicles (the projectome) from diffusion data requires evaluating an enormous number of potential pathways; consequently, most algorithms use computationally efficient greedy methods to search for pathways. The limitation of this approach is that critical global parameters -such as data prediction error and white matter volume conservation -are not taken into account. We describe BlueMatter, a parallel algorithm for global projectome evaluation, which uniquely accounts for global prediction error and volume conservation. Leveraging the BlueGene/L supercomputing architecture, BlueMatter explores a massive database of 180 billion candidate fascicles. The candidates are derived from several sources, including atlases and mutliple tractography algorithms. Using BlueMatter we created the highest resolution, volume-conserved projectome of the human brain.
Introduction
The white matter of the human brain comprises more than 150km of long-range myelinated connections [1] . Understanding the architecture of these long-range projections (the projectome) is important for understanding brain function [2] . Diffusion weighted imaging fiber tractography (DWI-FT) is the only non-invasive method for studying the human brain projectome.
While there has been great progress in developing fiber tracking techniques [3, 4, 5] , there is wide agreement that current methods fail in many specific cases [6, 7, 4] . A limitation is that current algorithms find pathways using greedy techniques; that is, the algorithms make decisions based on individual tracts without considering the entire projectome. Further, current algorithms do not optimize the projectome to fit the original diffusion data. Finally, they ignore important physical constraints, such as the volume occupied by the estimated fascicles.
We introduce the BlueMatter algorithm to address these limitations. BlueMatter takes as input fascicles derived from multiple tractography algorithms. It searches for an optimal combination of these fascicles (the projectome) subject to two error terms. The first term compares the predicted and measured diffusion-weighted images. We refer to this constraint as diffusion-fitting (see also [8, 9] ). The second term accounts for an upper limit on the fascicle volume. We refer to this constraint as volume regularization; this term is an important physical constraint that helps resolve the ill-posed inverse problem of finding a projectome that minimizes diffusion-fitting error.
Accounting for diffusion-fitting and fiber count was discussed by Zhang and Laidlaw [10] ; however, their technique did not address fascicle volume estimation and was limited to fascicles derived from deterministic algorithms.
BlueMatter is the first algorithm to produce a human brain projectome that combines diffusion-fitting and volume regularization. BlueMatter combines fascicle estimates from deterministic and stochastic DWI-FT algorithms; uniquely integrating algorithms with different strengths. Because BlueMatter has a very large and complex search space, the algorithm is highly parallelized and takes advantage of modern distributed computing architectures. Using this algorithm on a 2048-processor BlueGene/L supercomputer with 0.5 TB of memory we create the highest resolution, physically plausible projectome to date. 
Algorithm
BlueMatter searches a massive collection of fascicle candidates C to select a projectome P . The quality of a projectome is evaluated by a global error function E. C is intended to be very large and contain a superset of the real fascicles. The collection C must be refined because it (a) contains many implausible fascicles, (b) reflects the biases of the generating tractography algorithms, and (c) is not optimized to fit the data or satisfy volumetric constraints. BlueMatter leverages the BlueGene/L architecture to search for an optimal projectome estimate from the enormous space of possible projectomes within C. Table 1 defines key symbols and terms.
Error Terms. The BlueMatter algorithm penalizes a projectome, P , with a global error metric, E,
The error E is a convex combination of E 1 , which measures the difference between the predicted and observed diffusion weighted images, and E 2 , the amount the volume is overfilled. The parameter λ modulates the balance between E 1 and E 2 and is selected empirically (Section 3). We seek solutions that predict the data to within the measurement noise; we also seek solutions with no more fascicles than a given voxel volume allows. The projectome estimates the amount of volume in a voxel occupied by fascicles and the remaining space is then filled with isotropic diffusion according to the ratio ν U,i /ν C,i . The diffusion sensitization strength b is set by the MRI scanning sequence. The MRI sequence also specifies the axes of diffusion sensitivity or q k , where
We define the diffusion estimation error, E 1 , and the local volume overfilling error, E 2 , at voxel i as
Both E 1 and E 2 are the sums across voxels of E 1,i and E 2,i , respectively. E 1 is normalized by the variance of the noise and thus represents error in units of data variance (or transformed into standard deviations). E 2 is in units of mm 3 . We compute E 1 based on a model for the predicted diffusion weighted image attenuation at voxel i and direction k,Â k,i . BlueMatter uses the powder average of the separate compartments [11] . This term can be calculated from the projectome fibers passing through this voxel, P î
Parallel Candidate Generation. The set of candidate fibers is created by combining estimates from multiple tractography algorithms. It is intended that C contain a superset of fascicles; hence, we use a large candidate set derived from STT [3] , TEND [12] and ConTrack [7] algorithms.
Projectome Search Overview. BlueMatter searches through C using a parallel stochastic hill climbing algorithm with multiple-restarts. A standard steepest ascent hill climbing algorithm would take the current state and every one of its neighbors; and choose the next state to be the neighbor that increases the inverse of the cost function the most [13] . By contrast, stochastic hill climbing algorithm only looks at a subset of the current state's neighbors and selects the next state that provides the largest improvement. For large neighborhoods and high data dimensionality, stochastic hill climbing substantially reduces the search time or in this case makes search feasible.
To reduce the likelihood of being stuck in local maxima, ridges or plateaus, groups of BlueGene/L processors are devoted to independent stocastic hill climbing processes (multiple-restarts) and the best resulting projectome is selected after each group converges. This follows the rule of thumb that when the terrain of the cost function is unknown it is beneficial to devote resources to covering more variable states rather than designing complex local movements. Thus, BlueMatter simultaneously exploits inherent data parallelism in the stochastic hill climbing algorithm and process parallelism in the multiple-restart approach.
Stochastic Search Implementation. For each restart, a subset of processors is selected to search the current projectome neighborhood. Each processor within a subset is assigned a random samples of C. The processors perform the following sequential optimization procedure for a specified amount of processor time.
To start, each processor selects a random voxel group. The processor then alternates between fiber addition and subtraction operations using the selected group. During addition, fibers that intersect the current voxel group are sampled from C. If the addition reduces the total error, the fiber is retained. During subtraction, fibers that intersect the voxel group are randomly sampled from P . If removing the fiber reduces the total error, the fiber is deleted. The algorithm alternates between addition and subtraction for a voxel group until the error reduction slows below a predefined threshold τ L . After local improvement slows, a new voxel group is selected and the local optimization begins again.
Each processor optimizes its subset of candidate pathways, and processors within the subset exchange their current projectome estimate. After a small amount of processor time Δ N has passed each processor points to a unique guess for the next projectome. The projectome with the lowest error is selected as the next state.
The volume constraint limits the size of the projectome state information, which is exchanged between processors quickly. Efficient communication is crucial to achieving the benefit of the massive and distributed database.
Multiple-Restart.
The multiple-restart is achieved by devoting multiple sets of processors to independent runs of the stochastic hill climbing algorithm. When the rate of improvement of projectome error of each of the separate stochastic hill climbing groups slows below a threshold τ G , the groups have converged to a projectome estimate. The projectome with the least error is selected as the optimal projectome. The Initial Projectome. BlueMatter's initial projectome estimate is a subset of the STT and TEND fibers in the Mori human white matter atlas [14] ; these are selected to minimize the error terms (see 2). This is a very small subset of candidate fibers (10,000) that are repeatedly found with previous algorithms.
Results
We first used a synthetic data set to demonstrate that BlueMatter recovers ground truth orientation and volume from diffusion-weighted images. We then used BlueMatter to estimate a projectome in human DWI data. Figure 1A ) consists of two fascicle bundles. One bundle (blue) fills 60% of each voxel with fibers coherently organized in one direction. A second bundle (green) occupies 40% of each voxel with fascicles oriented perpendicular to the blue bundle. At the intersection, voxels are 100% filled with white matter from the two bundles. After accounting for the white matter, unfilled space within the bundles is filled with isotropic diffusion of the same mean diffusivity as white matter. The ends of both bundles are capped with voxels containing isotropic diffusion at the mean diffusivity of gray matter. The other voxels in the 20x20x20 volume are modeled as CSF. Diffusion data were simulated using the partial compartment model (Eq. 1) measured in six directions (plus a b=0 measurement) with 8 repeats. Rician noise with the same standard deviation as the data used in Section 3.2 (σ=48) was added to the magnitude attenuation signal. Figure 1B shows the candidate set C derived using the methods described in Section 2. The fascicles are colored according to which ends they reach with blue and green matching the original; red fascicles are wrong turns. The candidate fascicles do not have the correct volume ratios and include incorrect fascicles. After running BlueMatter on this small synthetic data set, the proper blue-green ratio is returned and only a small number of wrong turns remain ( Figure 1C) .
Synthetic. The synthetic dataset (
We used this synthetic data to set (a) the fascicle diameter and (b) the balance between the two error terms. We evaluated the accuracy of the volume match by varying the modeled fascicle diameter ( Figure 1D) . A small fascicle diameter, on the order of 200μm (blue arrow), produces a good match to the synthetic projectome volume. Including probabilistic candidate pathways is important to achieving an accurate match. Without these candidate fascicles the volume estimate is significantly worse (black diamond).
Altering the balance between the diffusion-fitting and volume error terms has a negligible effect on the diffusion-fitting error (not shown). Setting the balance parameter, λ, reduces the volume error (E 2 ) error. We selected λ = 0.2 (blue arrow) for the experiments. With these parameters, BlueMatter recovers the volume and orientation of the synthetic white matter.
Human Projectome. In the second experiment we used BlueMatter to estimate a human projectome. First, 44,000 cortical and subcortical gray matter voxels were semi-automatically identified using FAST [15] and FIRST [16] . A set C containing 180 billion candidate fascicles was constructed. The set included fascicles from each and every gray matter voxel (Section 2). The BlueMatter search algorithm converged on a projectome with 200,000 fascicles after 9 days of compute time on the 2048-processor BlueGene/L supercomputer. We also computed a projectome using the TEND algorithm (see Izhikevich et al. [17] ). The TEND projectome comprises 300,000 fascicles.
To estimate the white matter volume in each voxel of the TEND projectomes, we searched over fascicle model diameters (20-300μm) to find the diameter that has the lowest diffusion-fit error within the white matter core (linearity > 0.3). The optimal TEND diameter is the same as BlueMatter's diameter (200μm).
Using the optimal fascicle diameter, we could estimate the diffusion-fitting (E 1 ) and volume conservation (E 2 ) errors for both algorithms. The mean E 1 errors are 2.4 (mode 2.1) and 2 (mode 1.8) for the TEND and BlueMatter projectomes, respectively (Figure 2A ). Using a scatter plot (not shown), we verified that BlueMatter E 1 error is better at nearly every voxel. The smallest possible mean E 1 error can be found by fitting a tensor to the data at each voxel: This lower bound is 1.7 (mode 1.6), which is slightly better than the BlueMatter fit.
We assessed the volume conservation error by counting the number of overfilled voxels ( Figure 2B ). The BlueMatter projectome has only 12 (200) voxels overfilled by more than 3x (2x); the TEND projectome has 3500 (8200) overfilled voxels. We explored compensating for TEND's overfilling by reducing the fascicle diameter. Reducing the diameter to 100μm reduces the overfilling error to match BlueMatter, but the mean E 1 value rises to 2.7 and many core white matter voxels, such as the corona radiata, are emptied of white matter.
Important Fiber Tracts. The BlueMatter human projectome contains the major intra-hemispheric white matter pathways as reported by Wakana et al. [14] . The projectome also contains fasciculi not present in the atlas a) fascicles that connect the corpus callosum to lateral cortex ( Figure 3A , blue) and b) optic radiation ( Figure 3B ). These tracts are rarely found using local, greedy methods.
Conclusion
The BlueMatter algorithm searches across a pool of 180 billion candidate fascicles, drawn from many sources, to find a projectome. The highly parallelized implementation takes advantage of the 2048-processor BlueGene/L supercomputer.
BlueMatter is the first algorithm that simultaneously fits two global parameters of the projectome: the diffusion data (E 1 ) and volume conservation (E 2 ). The algorithm successfully identifies the optic radiation and other pathways that are frequently missed by local, greedy methods.
